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On entry, please introduce yourself in the chat: 
Include your name, role, and school/organisation
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I acknowledge the Traditional Owners of the lands on which I work.  
I pay respects to Elders - past, present and emerging.
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Ways to participate 

Chat (any time) 
Polls (if applicable) 

This is recorded. Why think about responsive practice now?

No matter the mode of teaching, 
our students don’t learn what we teach.
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I taught it.  Did they learn it? 
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I taught it.  Did they learn it? 

Teaching requires responsive decision-making and action.

Based on the evidence, it’s a “good bet”.2
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This article presents 10 research-based principles of 
instruction, along with suggestions for classroom prac-
tice. These principles come from three sources: (a) 
research in cognitive science, (b) research on master 

teachers, and (c) research on cognitive supports. Each is brie,y 
explained below.

A: Research in cognitive science: !is research focuses on how 
our brains acquire and use information. !is cognitive research 
also provides suggestions on how we might overcome the limita-
tions of our working memory (i.e., the mental “space” in which 
thinking occurs) when learning new material. 

B: Research on the classroom practices of master teachers: Mas-
ter teachers are those teachers whose classrooms made the high-
est gains on achievement tests. In a series of studies, a wide range 
of teachers were observed as they taught, and the investigators 
coded how they presented new material, how and whether they 
checked for student understanding, the types of support they 
provided to their students, and a number of other instructional 
activities. By also gathering student achievement data, research-
ers were able to identify the ways in which the more and less e-ec-
tive teachers di-ered.

C: Research on cognitive supports to help students learn complex 
tasks: E-ective instructional procedures—such as thinking aloud, 
providing students with sca-olds, and providing students with 
models—come from this research.

Even though these are three very di-erent bodies of research, 
there is no con!ict at all between the instructional suggestions 
that come from each of these three sources. In other words, these 
three sources supplement and complement each other. !e fact 
that the instructional ideas from three di-erent sources supple-
ment and complement each other gives us faith in the validity of 
these .ndings.

Education involves helping a novice develop strong, readily 
accessible background knowledge. It’s important that background 
knowledge be readily accessible, and this occurs when knowledge 
is well rehearsed and tied to other knowledge. !e most e-ective 
teachers ensured that their students efficiently acquired, 
rehearsed, and connected background knowledge by providing 
a good deal of instructional support. !ey provided this support 
by teaching new material in manageable amounts, modeling, 
guiding student practice, helping students when they made errors, 
and providing for su/cient practice and review. Many of these 
teachers also went on to experiential, hands-on activities, but they 
always did the experiential activities after, not before, the basic 
material was learned.

!e following is a list of some of the instructional principles 
that have come from these three sources. These ideas will be 
described and discussed in this article:

r� Begin a lesson with a short review of previous learning.1

r� Present new material in small steps with student practice after 
each step.2

r� Ask a large number of questions and check the responses of all 
students.3

r� Provide models.4

r� Guide student practice.5

r� Check for student understanding.6

r� Obtain a high success rate.7

r� Provide sca-olds for di/cult tasks.8

r� Require and monitor independent practice.9

r� Engage students in weekly and monthly review.10

Barak Rosenshine is an emeritus professor of educational psychology in the 
College of Education at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 
A distinguished researcher, he has spent much of the past four decades 
identifying the hallmarks of e"ective teaching. He began his career as a 
high school history teacher in the Chicago public schools. #is article is 
adapted with permission from Principles of Instruction by Barak Rosen-
shine. Published by the International Academy of Education in 2010, the 
original report is available at www.ibe.unesco.org/$leadmin/user_upload/
Publications/Educational_Practices/EdPractices_21.pdf.IL
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> Cognitive science research (how we 
learn)
> Observational data (common 
practices of “master” teachers)
> Studies exploring specific scaffolds/
supports  that help students learn 
complex tasks

Barak Rosenshine (2012)
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Barak Rosenshine is an emeritus professor of educational psychology in the 
College of Education at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. 
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“There is no conflict at all between 
the instructional suggestions that 
come from these sources…”

Barak Rosenshine (2012)
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6. Check for understanding
7. Obtain a high success rate (> 80%) 
4. Provide models

Barak Rosenshine (2012)

Because you (the practitioners!) need 
time to adapt what you usually do so well

3
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Working remotely? 

> Reduced fluency 
> Tasks that were 
previously associate 
become cognitive 
> Denied critical information 
for decision-making 
> Experts rendered novice
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Poll 1
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You’ll get the slides/recording,  
so take good notes!

Synchronous teaching  

> recreate conditions of the 
classroom  

> designed to increase interactivity 

> “Cannot take that for 
granted” (Christodoulou, 2020)



“While some students can be 
highly engaged and involved in 
their learning, it is possible for 
others, even at the same site, to 
be inactive and inattentive for long 
periods… students may find it 
easier to ‘disappear’ in the remote 
setting than in the normal 
classroom setting.”

Gillies (2008)

2 “loops” to embed: 

1. Checking for 
understanding loops 

2. Formative loops

2 “loops” to embed: 

1. Checking for 
understanding loops 

2. Formative loops

Checking for 
understanding loops

> Immediate checks 
> Feedback for the 
teacher 
> Low or zero stakes 
> In-the-moment



Cold call (randomised) 
Cold call (teacher judgment) 
Flash cards (e.g A, B, C, D) 
Mini whiteboards (held up) 
Multiple choice questions (corrected in real time)

Checking for understanding loops

Rank MC responses 

-Most correct to least correct 
-Provide a written explanation justifying 
choice 

-Share thinking with a peer who has a 
different (or similar) answer

Add a measure of confidence 

- Indicate confidence (rating or sliding 
scale) 

- “Hypercorrection effect” 
-  We’re more likely to recall what we are 
confidently wrong about

Adapting Multiple Choice Formats

Thanks to Blake Harvey at theeffortfuleducator.com  
@effortfuleduktr

True/false statements 
Open-ended response (e.g. PollEverywhere, Google form) 
Discussion thread response 
Thumbs up, thumbs down 
Fist to five (0 = Confused > 5 = Could help someone) 
Three finger response (1 = Need help > 3 = Independent)

Checking for understanding loops

Cold call (randomised) 
Cold call (teacher judgment) 
Flash cards (e.g A, B, C, D) 
Mini whiteboards (held up)
Multiple choice questions (corrected in real time) 

True/false statements 
Open-ended response (e.g. PollEverywhere, Google form) 
Discussion thread response 
Thumbs up, thumbs down 
Fist to five (0 = Confused > 5 = Could help someone) 
Three finger response (1 = Need help > 3 = Independent)

Checking for understanding loops

Cold call (randomised) 
Cold call (teacher judgment) 
Flash cards (e.g A, B, C, D) 
Mini whiteboards (held up)
Multiple choice questions (corrected in real time) 



Poll 2
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Remember it’s a checking for understanding loop
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Check for understanding
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Respond 
Move on? Review? Reteach?

Check for understanding
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Respond 
Move on? Review? Reteach?

Check for understanding

Mind the gap!
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Mind the gap!

In the chat: 
What makes this difficult online?
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Respond 
Move on? Review? Reteach?

Check for understanding

Mind the gap!
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Respond 
Move on? Review? Reteach?

Check for understanding

Teach first.
Mind the gap!



2 “loops” to embed: 

1. Checking for 
understanding loops 

2. Formative loops

Formative loops

> Opportunities for 
students to get a sense 
of “quality” 
> Opportunities for 
students to compare to 
work of their peers 
> Teachers get a sense 
of whether students can 
identify “quality”

Formative loops

Fully worked examples (real time or filmed)

Thanks to @brad_teacher



Formative loops

Quality vote (2-3 responses and vote for the best) 
Error detective 
Identify the misconception

Fully worked examples (real time or filmed)
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5 beats in the bar

Identify the misconception: They might think 
that one note-head = one beat. (But quavers are 
worth half a beat each.)

Error detective: Wrong number of beats
1 2 3 4
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Identify the misconception: 4 is usually “more 
than” 3. But a quarter is smaller than a third, so you 
can’t think like that with fractions.

Error detective: Should be “less than”.1

4

1

3
>

Formative loops

Draw out distinctions - on given criteria, which sample is 
better? 
Sharing student work (real time, live feedback)

Fully worked examples
Quality vote (2-3 responses and vote for the best) 
Error detective 
Identify the misconception



Student 1

Student 2

Student 3

> Simple coding of feedback 
(could have an expanded key)

Thanks to Michael Conway, Tucker Road Primary School

> Students can view each other’s 
responses in real time

Sharing student work

> Higher accountability than asynchronous task

> Embed provision for peer feedback

Formative loops

Draw out distinctions - on given criteria, which sample is 
better? 
Sharing student work (real time, live feedback)

Fully worked examples
Quality vote (2-3 responses and vote for the best) 
Error detective 
Identify the misconception

Show call (like Cold Call, but with samples of work) 
Rank exemplars 
Open sharing of teacher feedback
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> Single letter phonograms 
> Call and response 
> Immediate, corrective feedback 
usually possible 
> e.g. voiced/unvoiced phonograms 
> Recorded call and response 
> Teachers (off camera) playing 
students 
> Teachers mimic common errors - 
real time corrections offered

Adapting what we normally do 

The big idea of formative loops
Think about all the sources of guidance and teaching that 
students don’t have when they’re online.



Poll 3 Chat 

Choose one formative loop. 
Describe what it would look like 

in your teaching.

Draw out distinctions - on given criteria, which sample is 
better? 
Sharing student work (real time, live feedback)

Fully worked examples
Quality vote (2-3 responses and vote for the best) 
Error detective 
Identify the misconception

Show call (like Cold Call, but with samples of work) 
Rank exemplars 
Open sharing of teacher feedback

What could it look like in your teaching?

Check for understanding loops Formative loops



Check for 
understanding loops

Formative loops Accountability 
loops
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SummarySlidesRecording

Join the community at bronwynryriejones.com

Stay safe, and thank you 
for all you do.

 www.bronwynryriejones.com |          @ryrie_jones 
              @BronRyrieJones                                                                     bronwynryriejones.com

I’d value your feedback. 
contact@bronwynryriejones.com


